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Black
FAVOURITE COLOUR

Jacuzzi
PLACE IN THE HOME

Romantic
FILM GENRE 

Chocolate
FOOD

Wedding
MEMORY

New York
CITY

Reading at home 
MOMENT OF THE DAY 

Sunglasses
ACCESSORY

1. Food

I couldn’t live without 
chocolate. 

2. City

I love New York, but also  
Los Angeles and Paris. 

3. Memory

Getting married and having 
my children.

4. Season

Summer. It reminds me of 
when I was a child.

5. Holidays

Anywhere with a beach.  
I love swimming and having a 
margarita at the end of the day. 

6. Place in the home

My jacuzzi, especially first  
thing in the morning. 

7. Moment of the day  

I love the mornings and also 
reading in my bed.

8. Film Genre

I like romantic films, but also 
those about other places and 
time periods. 

9. Accessories   
Sunglasses and watches. 

10. Colour

Black for my clothes and  
white for my house.



Cindy Crawford

“I love healthy  
food but I couldn’t 
live without 
chocolate.” 

The biggest Tops from 
a top woman and model

G E T  T O  K N O W  T H E  S TA R  O F  O U R  
N E W  C A M PA I G N . 

25 years ago, Cosentino launched Silestone®,
an innovative material that revolutionized the
design of kitchen and bath surfaces around the
globe.

To celebrate almost 3 decades of hard work and
innovation, we are launching a new campaign
in which, once again, we are surrounded by
great personalities from the world of sport,
culture, kitchen and fashion. Men and women
who, thanks to their determination and
professionality, have arrived to the top of
their careers and, as complicated as it is, had

managed to stay on top. The “Tops on Top”
campaign starts with one of the most 
wellknown and valued Top Models in the world.
Surprisingly, Cindy Crawford is simple, humble
and down to earth. The secret to success
for this American supermodel is simple and it is
very similar to the Cosentino DNA values: a solid
family relation, passion for work and humility.

In an exclusive interview after shooting, the
brand-new image of “Tops on Top” tell us about
her greatest passions.



 CALACATTA GOLD 



Discover the soft  velvety texture of Silestone®
Feel the new sensation over your countertop.

Same Resistance. Best touch Ever.



by SILESTONE

N-BOOST is born, Silestone's revolutionary technology  
that improves the DNA of our surfaces.

Innovation that prevents the adhesion of liquids,  
enhances shine and intensifies colour.

TECHNOLOGY  
ON TOP
Welcome to a new era.



Silestone®

N-Boost

Repels 
any type  
of Liquid

Cleaning has bever been easier thanks to this 
superior stain resistance.

Long  
Live  
Colours
Thanks to N-BOOST technology, colours are  
more authentic and intense. 

Surface  
Shinier  
than Ever
Silestone® now shines more than ever. N-BOOST 
creates a more even surface, causing light to 
reflect off it more intensely.

Easy 
Cleaning

The hydro-repellent properties of new Silestone® N-BOOST 
prevents the absorption of everyday kitchen liquids.

The new Silestone® technology makes for easier cleaning  
and stain removal even days after the spillage.



Interior design expert, writer, television 
presenter and Silestone® Brand Ambassador, is 
a household name, known and admired for his 
impeccable style and discerning eye for detail.

Neale 
Whitaker

 CALACATTA GOLD SUEDE 



 CALACATTA GOLD SUEDE

Neale Whitaker’s Top 10 Tips for 
Kitchen Design
Silestone® Brand Ambassador Neale Whitaker is a much-loved household name, known and admired for his 
impeccable style and discerning eye for detail. The interior design expert, writer and television presenter 
takes an approach to interior design and home improvements based on finding solutions to lifestyle 
problems. These are Neale’s top 10 tips for timeless, functional kitchen design. 

1. Budget
Let's get the boring-but-important one out of the 
way first. It’s vital to decide upfront what you can 
afford to spend and keep a 25 percent contingency 
in reserve. 

2. Requirements
Be honest and realistic about your kitchen 
requirements. Is this a family kitchen? Do you love to 
entertain? Or are you a home-delivery type of cook? 

3. Location
Consider the best use of space and light. Do you 
have enough of each?

4. Lifespan 
Ignore the latest trends. Kitchens should have a 
lifespan of at least 10 years. Choose materials and 
appliances that will stand the test of time.

5. Recycle 
If you’re updating an existing kitchen, do you 
actually need to replace everything? Can you work 
with the existing layout? 

6. Island bench 
If the kitchen is the heart of the home, then the 
island bench is the heart of the kitchen. The size, 
position and design are vital… it’s where life happens.

7. Kitchen triangle 
It sounds old-fashioned but the kitchen triangle 
is still important. The fridge, sink and cooktop 
should be within easy reach of each other for good, 
functional kitchen design

8. Butler’s pantry 
It's a sign of the times that a butler's pantry is a point 
on its own. Do you need one? Do you have room for 
one? I have also seen butler’s pantries combined very 
effectively and efficiently with laundries. 

9. Colour 
Once upon a time the choice was white, white or 
white. Contemporary kitchens now feature black, 
primary colours and pastels. In my opinion a neutral 
colour scheme gives a kitchen longevity. Neutral 
needn’t mean boring though. 

10. Detail
The kitchen devil really is in the detail. Think  
about storage, lighting, power points and benchtop 
height. These details will dictate convenience  
and functionality.



Integrity DUE L
37x51x15.5cm

Integrity DUE S*
37x34x15.5cm

Integrity ONE*
41x51x15.5cm

Integrity DUE XL*
43.5x67x21cm

Integrity TOP*
37x51x15.5cm

Integrity Q*
41x51x17.5cm

Integrity, 
the Silestone® 

kitchen sink
 
Seamless Integration 
More than 90% Quartz  
and 100% Innovation 

Integrity ONE
In one single piece

ONE is the model which embodies Integrity’s 
concept. A single kitchen sink in one piece. 
ONE, with its rounded shapes, is the perfect 
choice for those who love curved shapes. 

Integrity DUE
Straighter shape

DUE, which is available in three sizes:  
DUE S ideal for double sinks, DUE L ideal for a 
main or only sink, and DUE XL with its larger 
size. Perfect for those who see style and 
beauty in the sobriety of the straight lines. 

Integrity TOP
It's that simple

The Integrity Top model is the new
above-counter, easy-to-install sink
that creates a sense of total unity and
integration above a Silestone® countertop.
It is a single-piece design. With no
complications or need for special tools. 

Designed especially for those who want 
the best in their kitchen, integrating all the 
benefits of Silestone® into a revolutionary 
new product: the Integrity kitchen sink. 

Thanks to the “one piece” effect, it looks 
uniform and smooth. Benchtop and sink are 
united from the very first steps of the design 
process and are perfectly combined so that 
there is no break between spaces. 

*Not stocked in Australia

 CALACATTA GOLD SUEDE WITH INTEGRITY SINK



Large Seamless 
Bathrooms 
Silestone® is reinventing spaces thanks to 
the new concept of tailor-made solutions 
for large spaces. Any architectural element 
turns into an opportunity and gives us infinite 
aesthetic possibilities. The material adjusts 
itself to adapt to the space and not the other 
way around. 

Silestone® allows the creation of a complete 
bathroom in one single material, giving the 
space better harmony and aesthetic lines. 

 SILESTONE ZIRCONIUM



PEARL JASMINE



Top 
benefits 
of Silestone®

Silestone® is Natural Quartz created to provide 
colour and texture for bath and kitchen surfaces. 
Thanks to its physical and chemical properties, 
a result of years of investigation, it guarantees 
maximum hygiene and safety. 

Resistance
to Stains 

Silestone® is a non-porous surface which is highly 
resistant to stains from coffee, wine, lemon juice, 
oil, vinegar, make-up and many other daily-use 
products. 

Resistant 
to Impacts  

Silestone® high level of resistance to impacts 
allows very hard objects (pots, trays, etc.) to be 
handled with total ease. 

Resistant 
to Acid and 
Scratching

Quartz is one of the hardest minerals that exists. 
This makes our products very durable, with a high 
level of resistance to external damage. 



Top Ideas for your Kitchen 
Are you thinking of redecorating your kitchen or creating a more original design?  

If s0, don’t miss our innovative ideas for decorating with style and a unique personality. 

If you like contemporary designs and your 
kitchen is especially light, choose the colour 

black to create a modern, sophisticated 
look. You can also create very interesting 

contrasts with white. 

Choose black for 
your kitchen 

Make your kitchen transmit originality 
and personality by introducing elements 
which aren’t a part of it. Some examples 
could be a large painting leaning against 

the wall or a sculpture.  

Out-of-place 
objects

Thanks to this type of paint, you can easily 
redesign your kitchen, using it on walls, 

furniture and electronic appliances alike. Go 
for traditional colours like green and black 

or choose innovative options such as yellow. 

Choose slate 
paint 

Design a unique kitchen by mixing Nordic 
style and Rustic style: contemporary 

furniture in a very industrial style space, 
with appliances on view, brick walls and 

cement floors. 

Mix different 
styles

It’s the quintessential work area. Choose 
materials which allow easy cleaning and 
maintenance. You can choose the same 

colour to obtain a visually unified kitchen 
or another totally different one to create 

interesting contrasts.

Decorate with 
facades  

It will allow you to give new life to your 
kitchen and masterfully update its look. 
You can use it to redecorate the front of 

wardrobes and drawers or to change  
the look of your appliances. 

Add decorative 
vinyl 



NEGRO TEBAS

Silestone®

The Colour 
on Top

Silestone® is colour. Discover a wide range of colours  
to give your space a vivid look. Unique rooms  

with endless possibilities



Silestone®  
Collection

Iconic White G1V p l j i n Et. Calacatta Gold GV p l j Blanco Zeus G111 p l j i  

Bianco Calacatta GV p l j Snowy Ibiza G111 p j White Storm 14 G11 p l j i

Ariel G1V p j i Silken Pearl GIII p j n Blanco Maple 14 G1 p l r i Et. Statuario G1V p l j n

Classic Calacatta GV p l j Blanco Orion G1V p r i Pearl Jasmine G111 p l j 

Desert Silver G111 p l j n Blanco Norte 14 G1 p j i Blanco Stellar 13 G111 p j i

Yukon G11 p l r i Bianco River G11 p l r i Lyra G111 p j i

P Polished Suede Z

NEW



r STANDARD UP TO Width 3060mm x Height 1410mm 

j JUMBO UP TO Width 3250mm x Height 1590mm  
THICKNESS: 12mm / 20mm / 30mm

Lagoon G111 p l j i Et. Marfil G1V p l j n Blanco City G1 p j

Royal Reef G111 p l j Coral Clay Colour G11 p j i Rougui G1 p l j

Niebla G1 p j i Et. Serena G1V p l j n Kensho G111 p l j i

Alpina White 08 G111 p j Gris Expo G1 p l j i Cemento Spa G11 p l j i

Ironbark G11 p j i Et. Emperador G1V p l j n Calypso G1V p j i

Marengo G1 p l r i n Doradus 13 G111 p j Arden Blue G1 p j i

p POLISHED 

l SUEDE 

É RAW 

i INTEGRITY 

n N-BOOST
 Available in Integrity sink - Due L 



Charcoal Soapstone G111 p l j n Negro Tebas G1 p l j i n Negro Stellar G111 p j n

Et. Marquina G1V p l j n Et. Noir GV p l j n Iconic Black G111 p j n

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV GROUP V

ARDEN BLUE p j i BIANCO RIVER p l r i ALPINA WHITE 08 p j ARIEL p j i BIANCO CALACATTA p l j

BLANCO CITY p j CEMENTO SPA p l j i BLANCO STELLAR 13 p j i BLANCO ORION p r i CLASSIC CALACATTA p l j

BLANCO MAPLE 14 p l j i CORAL CLAY COLOURS p j i BLANCO ZEUS p l j i CALYPSO p j i ET. CALACATTA GOLD p l j

BLANCO NORTE 14 p j i IRONBARK p j i CHARCOAL SOAPSTONE p l j n ET. EMPERADOR p l j n ET. NOIR p l j n

GRIS EXPO p l j i WHITE STORM 14 p l j i DESERT SILVER p l j n ET. MARFIL p l j n

MARENGO p l r i n YUKON p l r i DORADUS 13 p j ET. MARQUINA p l j n

NEGRO TEBAS p l j i n ICONIC BLACK p j n ET. SERENA p l j n

NIEBLA p r i KENSHO p l j i ET. STATUARIO p l j

ROUGUI p l r LAGOON p l j i ICONIC WHITE p l j i n

LYRA p j i

NEGRO STELLAR p j n

PEARL JASMINE p l j

ROYAL REEF p l j

SILKEN PEARL p j n

SNOWY IBIZA p j

Price 
Group

Silestone®    P Polished   Z Suede    Raw   i Integrity   n N-Boost    
 Available in Integrity sink - Due L   r Standard    j Jumbo   

NEW



25-Year
Warranty 
The only brand which gives you a certified written 
Warranty. Request proof of authenticity of your 
Silestone® countertop and reject fraudulent 
imitations. 

Certificates 
Silestone® is internationally certified to 
guarantee maximum security and protection.

Greenguard
A certification which recognises low air 
emissions from chemical compounds. 

NSF
A certification which recognises that the 
product is safe for health in terms of hygiene.  

 
LGA
Certifies efficiency in the use of water systems 
and control of risks to the environment. 

W A R R A N T Y

Y E A R

© Steffany Hollingsworth    ET. SERENA 



* **

* To check terms and conditions please go to www.cosentino.com
** To obtain more information about colours with NSF certificate please visit www.nsf.org

** *

Cosentino Australia & New Zealand 
www.cosentino.com/en-au

F Cosentino Australia & New Zealand    T @Cosentino_AU   ò @cosentino_aust 
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